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LYFA Repose Pendant Light
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: GamFratesi

LYFA Repose Pendant Light

The Repose pendant was designed by Danish-Italian design
studio, GamFratesi, who describe themselves as a 'fusion of
proud traditions, refined aesthetics, and expressive designs'. This
can be seen in the craftsmanship behind the Repose pendant
lights by LYFA. With three stunning shapes and sizes to choose
from, this pendant light gives you all the freedom to find the
perfect style for your space. Whether that be a petite pendant for
over a coffee table or countertop or the larger 400 pendant as a
statement piece within a room. Each size is available with a black
or brass detail that adds a touch of luxury to the design. The
designers describe the idea behind this detailing as 'We wanted
to provide great importance to the smallest detail of the lamp –
the thin pin that passes through the glass shade. An essential
design element that holds the shade while creating a serene and
suspended feeling of balance'.

The Repose pendants are formed of three thick glossy opaline
glass layers that beautifully diffuse the light into the space. This
soothing light creates a calming atmosphere, ideal for a bedroom
or living space where relaxation is key. The aim for this design
was to 'bring serenity of mind' and was inspired by the simplicity
and functionality of traditional Japanese hairpins. Place this lamp
where calmness is needed, as it is intended to ease your mind
and illuminate living spaces.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 175: 1 x max 40W G9
260: 1 x max 60W E14
400: 1 x max 60W E27
(excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming.

Dimensions: 175: Ø17.5cm x 11.8cm
260: Ø26cm x 25.2cm
400: Ø40cm x 27cm

300cm cable length
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